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ABSTRACT
The Suomi – NPP Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) reflective bands are calibrated on-orbit
via reference to regular solar observations through a solar attenuation screen (SAS) and diffusely reflected off a
Spectralon R© panel. The degradation of the Spectralon panel BRDF due to UV exposure is tracked via a ratioing
radiometer (SDSM) which compares near simultaneous observations of the panel with direct observations of the
sun (through a separate attenuation screen). On-orbit, the vignetting functions of both attenuation screens are
most easily measured when the satellite performs a series of yaw maneuvers over a short period of time (thereby
covering the yearly angular variation of solar observations in a couple of days). Because the SAS is fixed, only the
product of the screen transmission and the panel BRDF was measured. Moreover, this product was measured
by both VIIRS detectors as well as the SDSM detectors (albeit at different reflectance angles off the Spectralon
panel). The SDSM screen is also fixed; in this case, the screen transmission was measured directly. Corrections
for instrument drift and degradation, solar geometry, and spectral effects were taken into consideration. The
resulting vignetting functions were then compared to the pre-launch measurements as well as models based on
screen geometry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Suomi – NPP spacecraft is the platform for the VIIRS Flight 1 (F1) sensor, a cross-track scanning radiometer
whose reflective solar bands (RSB) cover a spectral range of approximately 0.4 − 2.3 µm. VIIRS is capable of
making continuous global observations of the Earth intended for use in scientific studies of land, ocean, and
atmosphere.1–3 The design of VIIRS was heavily influenced by heritage sensor MODIS.4 The RSB calibration
is maintained on-orbit by the use of three on-board calibration devices: the Solar Diffuser (SD), the SAS, and
the SDSM. A schematic of the optical paths into the SDSM and VIIRS Rotating Telescope Assembly (RTA) is
shown in Figure 1.
As with the heritage sensor MODIS,5 VIIRS F1 sensor relies on regular solar observations on-orbit for RSB
calibration (ideally once per orbit over the South pole for approximately 1 minute). During these observa-
tions, solar illumination, scattered off the SD, is used to correct for degradation in the instrument radiometric
responsivity over the sensor lifetime. However, as the SD was fabricated from space-grade Spectralon R©, the
performance of the SD will degrade over time due to UV exposure. The degradation of the SD BRDF is tracked
by the SDSM, a ratioing radiometer which relates near simultaneous measurements of direct solar illumination
to solar illumination diffusely reflected off the SD. It is important that the attenuation screen transmissions
(both SAS and SDSM) as well as the SD BRDF are well characterized over the selected angular range to ensure
accurate on-orbit RSB calibration.
A series of fourteen yaw maneuvers was successfully performed on February 15 and 16, 2012. The data
collected covered the expected yearly angular variation in the azimuthal (or horizontal) direction. The focus
of this work is to determine the product of the SD BRDF and SAS screen transmission as well as the SDSM
screen transmission from yaw maneuver data. Yaw maneuvers were also used to help characterize the attenuation
screens on MODIS (both Aqua and Terra).6, 7
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Figure 1. Schematic of optical paths into VIIRS RTA and SDSM. Angles and positions not drawn to scale.
This paper will compare the derived product of the SD BRDF and SAS transmission from yaw maneuver
data for both VIIRS and SDSM views as well as the SDSM screen transmission to the at-launch values in order
to assess the on-orbit SD calibration cycle accuracy. Section 2 will review the design of the on-board RSB
calibrators, Section 3 will provide a brief overview of the yaw maneuvers, Section 4 will establish the analysis
methodology, and Section 5 will discuss the results of the analysis.
2. RSB ON-BOARD CALIBRATOR OVERVIEW
2.1 Solar Diffuser and Solar Attenuation Screen
VIIRS on-orbit RSB calibration is radiance based with reference to the regular solar observations (once per
orbit over the South pole). The solar illumination is diffusely reflected off the SD. The reflectance off the SD is
assumed to be Lambertian in the neighborhood of each reflectance angle [the Bidirectional Reflectance Factor,
or BRF = πBRDF ]. The SD BRF was characterized pre-launch by the sensor subcontractor [then Raytheon
Santa Barbara Remote Sensing (SBRS)].8 The BRF was measured at six wavelengths (0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.9, and
1.7 µm), nine incident angles designed to replicate the range of possible on-orbit solar observations, and two
angles of reflectance (corresponding to the VIIRS and SDSM detector views).
Table 1. VIIRS RSB with center wavelengths, bandpasses, and corresponding SDSM detectors (where appropriate).
Band Wavelength Bandwidth SDSM Band Wavelength Bandwidth SDSM
(nm) (nm) detector (nm) (nm) detector
I1 640 80 4,5 M5 672 20 5
I2 865 39 7 M6 746 15 6
I3 1610 60 – M7 865 39 7
M1 412 20 1 M8 1240 20 –
M2 445 18 2 M9 1378 15 –
M3 488 20 3 M10 1610 60 –
M4 555 20 4 M11 2250 50 –
The optical path also contains a fixed attenuation screen (the SAS) preceding the SD; as a result, only one
radiance level is available for on-orbit calibration per spectral band (VIIRS RSB are listed in Table 1). The
vignetting function of the SAS was measured pre-launch by the sensor subcontractor;8 at normal incidence,
the transmission is about 0.13. In addition, no aperture door was incorporated into VIIRS design (in contrast,
MODIS has an aperture door). Consequently, VIIRS observes the Sun every orbit and the SD BRF degrades
faster than on MODIS. VIIRS SAS design also incorporates louvers on the back of the screen which vignette
solar illumination reflected off the Earth that is incident on the SAS during the solar calibration, a phenomena
that complicated MODIS on-orbit calibration.9
2.2 Solar Diffuser Stability Monitor
Degradation in the SD BRF from about 0.41 − 0.94 µm is tracked on-orbit by the SDSM. The direct solar
illumination is viewed through an attenuation screen, the transmission of which was characterized pre-launch by
the sensor subcontractor (then Raytheon SBRS).8 Due to a misalignment of the screen during sensor assembly,
the pre-launch measurement was extended with the assistance of modeling.8 The SDSM contains an integrating
sphere embedded with eight detectors filtered to match VIIRS moderate resolution bands in the visible and near
infrared, as listed in Table 1 (the eighth detector at 935 nm has no corresponding VIIRS band). A fold mirror
directs light into this integrating sphere from one of three views: solar, SD, or dark (the dark view is used as a
zero reference for the detectors). A stepping motor rotates this fold mirror through these positions every three
scans repeatedly during a scheduled RSB calibration cycle.
The SDSM collects data during multiple on-orbit RSB calibrations over the sensor lifetime. A time-series
of these observations is used to track the SD BRF degradation, and to correct the responsivity on-orbit. Due
to the fact that the same SDSM optics, detectors, and electronics are used for both SDSM solar and SD paths,
any slow changes in their performance will not affect the quality of the SD BRF degradation monitoring. It is
assumed that the SD BRF degradation for both VIIRS and SDSM views occurs at the same rate.
3. YAW MANEUVER OVERVIEW
A series of yaw maneuvers was performed by the Suomi – NPP spacecraft on February 15 and 16, 2012. All
14 yaw maneuvers are listed in Table 2 (note that no yaw maneuver was performed for orbit 1570). Each yaw
maneuver was performed such that the spacecraft had achieved the desired orientation 3 minutes before the
center time of the orbital solar observation and returned to normal orientation 4 minutes after the center time.
The range of yaw angles was determined by the desire to cover the expected yearly variation in solar azimuth
(approximately 13.7 to 30.6 degrees). Note that for the purposes of this work, the solar azimuthal angle is defined
as the opposite of right hand rule.
4. METHODOLOGY
4.1 SAS Transmission * SD BRF – RTA View
The product of the SD BRF and SAS transmission as seen from the RTA view is derived on-orbit using yaw
maneuver data as described in this section. The responsivity of the RSB bands is corrected on-orbit by a ratio
of the calculated at-aperture radiance to the measured radiance (known as the F factor) defined by
F =
Lsun−calc
Lsun−meas
=
RV SSDτSAS(BRFRTA/π)(H/H0)Esun cos θSD
c0 + c1dnSD + c2dn2SD
, (1)
where τSAS is the SAS vignetting function, BRFRTA/π is the SD BRDF at the RTA reflectance angle, (H/H0)
describes the time-dependent on-orbit degradation of the SD performance (as defined in section 4.3), cos θSD
is the projection of the solar illumination footprint onto the SD, RV SSD is the change in reflectivity with Half
Angle Mirror (HAM) angle of incidence, and Esun is the solar irradiance (corrected for the Earth-Sun distance).
The ci are the calibration coefficients (determined pre-launch) and dnSD is the offset corrected detector response.
By inverting Eq. (1), the product of the SD BRF and SAS transmission is determined as
τSASBRFRTA =
πF (c0 + c1dnSD + c2dn
2
SD)
RV SSD(H/H0)Esun cos θSD
. (2)
Table 2. List of yaw maneuver orbits and angles.
Date Yaw Orbit Center Time Solar AZ Solar DEC Yaw Angle Solar AZ + Yaw
Feb 15, 2012 1 1563 13:46:44 19.68 16.75 -5.98 13.59
2 1564 15:28:14 19.67 16.75 -4.67 14.88
3 1565 17:09:45 19.67 16.75 -3.37 16.17
4 1566 18:51:15 19.67 16.75 -2.07 17.46
5 1567 20:32:45 19.67 16.75 -0.77 18.75
6 1568 22:14:16 19.67 16.75 0.53 20.04
7 1569 23:55:46 19.67 16.75 1.83 21.32
Feb 16, 2012 8 1570 01:37:16 19.67 16.75 0.00 19.51
9 1571 03:18:47 19.66 16.75 3.14 22.61
10 1572 05:00:17 19.66 16.75 4.44 23.90
11 1573 06:41:47 19.66 16.75 5.74 25.18
12 1574 08:23:18 19.66 16.75 7.04 26.47
13 1575 10:04:48 19.66 16.75 8.34 27.75
14 1576 11:46:18 19.66 16.75 9.64 29.03
15 1577 13:27:49 19.66 16.75 10.94 30.31
However, Eq. (2) is dependent on the F factor, which is also unknown. To circumvent this problem, Eqs. (1)
and (2) are iterated until convergence. First, the F factors from non-yaw orbits within approximately one day
of the yaw maneuvers are determined from Eq. (1) using the at-launch τSASBRFRTA. Since the F factor trend
is fairly smooth (roughly linear over these timescales), a linear fit is used to trend the F factors over the yaw
orbits. Then, from Eq. (2), τSASBRFRTA is derived using the yaw maneuver data. The new τSASBRFRTA is
next substituted back into Eq. (1) and the process repeats.
4.2 SAS Transmission * SD BRF – SDSM View
It is also possible to determine the product of the SD BRDF and SAS transmission from the yaw maneuver
SDSM data. The irradiance incident on the SDSM detector is related to the detector voltage by
E = gSDSMdc, (3)
where gSDSM is the SDSM detector responsivity, which can be determined from either view. In this work, we
determine the responsivity from the SD view, or
gSDSM−SD =
τSASBRFSDSM (H/H0) cos θSD sin
2 ψEsun
dcSD
, (4)
where BRFSDSM/π is the SD BRDF at the SDSM reflectance angle (backscatter), π sin
2 ψ is the solid angle of
the entrance cone into the SDSM for the SD view, and dcSD is the voltage of the SDSM detectors for the SD
view with the dark offset voltage subtracted. The SD BRDF and SAS transmission product is derived from Eq.
(4), or
τSASBRFSDSM =
gSDSM−SDdcSD
cos θSD sin
2 ψEsun
. (5)
This product is a factor in the equations used to determine the SDSM transmission and as such, the solution is
determined iteratively in conjunction with τSDSM . Also, note that here the SDSM SD view footprint is different
from the RTA footprint on the SD.
Figure 2. M1 and M7 detector 9 high gain data from orbit 1568 showing dnSD versus solar declination angle near a solar
observation.
4.3 SDSM Screen Transmission
The SDSM screen transmission is derived on-orbit using yaw maneuver data as described in this section. The
SDSM is designed to ratio near-simultaneous measurements of solar illumination incident on its detectors from
two separate views. This ratio is referred to as the H factor and is defined as
H =
dcSD
dcsun
τSDSM
τSASBRFSDSM cos θSD sin
2 ψ
, (6)
where τSDSM is the SDSM screen vignetting function and dcsun is the voltage of the SDSM detectors for the
sun view with the dark offset voltage subtracted. Note that as H is a measure of the relative degradation of the
SD BRDF, it is normalized to the first measurement (H0).
To determine the SDSM screen vignetting function, Eq. (6) is solved for τSDSM , or
τSDSM =
dcsun
dcSD
τSASBRFSDSM (H/H0) cos θSD sin
2 ψ. (7)
The SAS and SDSM screens were misaligned when the instrument was assembled; as such the range of angles
available for use in the calibration becomes more restricted as the SDSM screen azimuth becomes larger. This
causes boundary effects during the calculation of the SDSM screen transmission using Eq. (7). The SDSM screen
transmission as determined by Eq. (7) uses an instantaneous detector responsivity. For regions of the screen
transmission where data is lacking, an average orbital responsivity is used (which is defined in Eq. (4) averaged
over all valid scans in an orbit) The SDSM screen transmission as defined using the average orbital responsivity
is
τSDSM = gSDSM−SDdcsun/Esun. (8)
Note that both Eqs. (7) and (8) depend upon (H/H0) as well as τSASBRFSDSM . Both τSDSM and
τSASBRFSDSM are computed via an iterative process until convergence. First, (H/H0) is determined from
non-yaw orbits using the at-launch τSASBRFSDSM [Eq. (6)] and trended over the yaw orbits. Next, gSDSM−SD
is calculated from Eq. (4) using non-yaw orbits and trended over the yaw orbits. Then, Eq. (5) is used to compute
the τSASBRFSDSM from the yaw maneuver data. Lastly, τSDSM is derived from both Eqs, (7) and (8) using
the yaw maneuver data. The updated τSDSM and τSASBRFSDSM are substituted into Eq, (6) and the process
repeats.
Figure 3. Left plot: τSASBRFRTA for M1. Right plot: ratio of at-launch to calculated τSASBRFRTA.
5. ANALYSIS RESULTS
5.1 SAS Transmission * SD BRF – RTA View
5.1.1 Data Quality and Reduction
This section describes the data selection and reduction performed to determine τSASBRFRTA. Figure 2 graphs
the offset corrected high gain response for bands M1 and M7 (detector 9) near the solar observation for orbit
1568 as a function of solar declination angle. The rollover that occurs at roughly 19 degrees solar declination
angle is the result of vignetting by louvers on the back of the SAS designed to reduce contamination by solar
irradiance reflected off the Earth, as observed on MODIS.9 The range of solar declination angles selected here is
between 12 and 18.5 degrees. The solar azimuthal angle is not restricted here; the yaw maneuvers covered the
expected yearly variation of ∼ 13.7 to 30.6 degrees.
For each scan and detector, 48 moderate resolution pixels were recorded for both the SD view and space views
(96 pixels for imaging bands). Both views were averaged over all valid pixels, and the space view was used as a
dark reference and subtracted from the SD view signal to produce dnSD. Outlier rejection is performed at each
stage of the calculation. The solar irradiance Esun is the average solar power spectrum weighted by the average
spectral response function of each band divided by the area of the sphere at the Earth-Sun distance current to
a particular scan. The solar declination and azimuthal angles are defined in Section 7 (as well as the projection
factor cos θSD), and are determined at every scan. (H/H0) is calculated using Eq. (6), the details of which are
described in Section 5.3.1.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the solution for τSASBRFRTA is iterated from Eqs. (1) and (2). Eq. (1) is
used to calculate the F factors from data approximately one day before and after the yaw maneuver (orbits
1552 – 1562, 1570, 1579 – 1581, and 1583 – 1587) using the at-launch τSASBRFRTA. The F factors for the yaw
maneuver orbits are then determined via a linear trend. A similar approach is used to determine the (H/H0)
factors for the yaw maneuver orbits (see Section 5.3.1). Next, the τSASBRFRTA is determined from Eq. (2). The
updated τSASBRFRTA is used to recalculate the F and (H/H0) factors from the non-yaw orbits. The process
is then repeated.
The τSASBRFRTA derived here is averaged over all detectors in a band as well as HAM sides using only
high gain data for the dual gain bands. τSASBRFRTA is formatted to fit a regular grid with step sizes of
approximately 0.11 degrees in solar declination and 0.22 degrees in solar azimuth. Some minor extrapolation
was conducted, both to produce a rectangular map of the transmission factors and to provide a small buffer in
case the solar azimuth angle exceeded expectations.
Figure 4. Left plot: orbital average F trends from the beginning of the mission using the at-launch transmission factors
(black) and transmission factors derived from the yaw maneuver (red). Right plot: ratio of F factors calculated using the
derived and at-launch τSASBRFRTA.
Figure 5. Scan-to-scan F trends from the beginning of the mission using the at-launch transmission factors (black) and
transmission factors derived from the yaw maneuver (red) for M1 (left plot) and M7 (right plot) detector 9.
In practice, a slight divergence on the order of 0.01 – 0.025 % was observed after the first iteration; analysis is
ongoing to determine the cause, but for the purposes of this work, τSASBRFRTA derived from the first iteration
is presented.
5.1.2 Results
The derived τSASBRFRTA for M1 is shown in Figure 3 (left plot) along with its ratio to the at-launch value (right
plot). Note that the at-launch transmission factors do not cover as wide an angular area; this non-overlapping
area contains a fill value of one in the right plot. In general, the derived τSASBRFRTA slowly varies, increasing
with lower solar declination and roughly flat with solar azimuth. The ratio shows good agreement (to within
∼ 0.5 %), with the largest differences occuring at high solar declination and low solar azimuth or low solar
declination and high solar azimuth. A small ridge at roughly 19 degrees solar declination angle is also observed;
this occurs because of a slight offset between the yaw maneuver data and orbits immediately around the yaw
maneuver (orbits 1562, 1570, and 1578) which were included in the derivation here.
The orbital average F factors (M1 detector 9) for the first 6 months of the mission are plotted in Figure 4.
Figure 6. SDSM data from orbit 1568. Upper plots show the SDSM solar view signal versus SDSM elevation angle for
SDSM detectors 1 and 8. Lower plots graph the SDSM SD view signal versus solar declination angle for SDSM detectors
1 and 8. The dark offset has been subtracted in all four plots.
The left plot shows the F factors derived using the at-launch (black) and calculated (red) τSASBRFRTA. There
are some differences earlier in the mission, but they tend to decrease as the mission progressed; this results from
the screen differences being greater at the extremes of the solar azimuth range (which occurred earlier in the
mission). The right plot graphs the ratio of the two F factors per orbit; the ratio has increased over the 6 months
of data used here, indicating that the derived τSASBRFRTA was smaller earlier in the mission (corresponding to
larger solar azimuthal angles), and was slightly larger at the end of six months (where the solar azimuthal angle
is approaching the lower end of its range).
The scan-to-scan variation is depicted in Figure 5 for bands M1 and M7 over April 2012. The back and
red points indicate the F factors calculated using the at-launch and derived τSASBRFRTA, respectively. The
variation has been reduced by the implementation of the derived τSASBRFRTA; this indicates that the derived
τSASBRFRTA better describes the solar declination effects. However, the orbital average values have not shifted
much (see Figure 4).
While the detector averaged τSASBRFRTA was presented in this work, a detector dependent transmission
factor was also calculated. The one sigma variation around the mean was on the order of 10−4 or lower. The
variation of the reflectance from band to band is weakly wavelength dependent (less than 0.1 %).
5.2 SAS Transmission * SD BRF – SDSM View
5.2.1 Data Quality and Reduction
The yaw maneuver data selection and reduction conducted in the determination of the product defined in Eq.
(5) is described in this section. Plots of the SDSM voltage versus solar declination angle for SDSM detectors 1
and 8 are shown in Figure 6 (lower two plots). The rollover that occurs at roughly 19 degrees solar declination
angle is the result of vignetting by louvers on the back of the SAS (as mentioned earlier). As a result, all valid
data with solar declination angles between 12 and 18.5 degrees was used in this work (the lower limit corresponds
roughly to the lower limit selected for the SDSM screen in Section 5.3). No restriction was placed on the solar
azimuthal angles, as the yaw maneuvers covered the expected yearly variation from ∼ 13.7 to 30.6 degrees.
Quality checks were performed on the individual SDSM samples to ensure no spurious data was included
in the analysis. The remaining SDSM data was averaged over samples for each scan, then the dark offset was
subtracted.
An iterative process, as described in Section 4.3, is used to determine τSASBRFSDSM . The non-yaw orbits
used to trend (H/H0) and gSDSM are 1552 – 1562, 1570, 1579 – 1581, and 1583 – 1587. Linear fits to these
Figure 7. Left plot: τSASBRFSDSM for SDSM detector 8. Right plot: ratio of at-launch to calculated τSASBRFSDSM .
non-yaw orbits were utilized to reconstruct the (H/H0) and gSDSM for the yaw maneuver orbits (1563 – 1569
and 1571 – 1577). The iterated τSASBRFSDSM was placed on a regular grid with step sizes of approximately
0.11 degrees in solar declination and 0.22 degrees in solar azimuth. Some minor extrapolation was conducted,
both to produce a rectangular map of the transmission factors and to provide a small buffer in case the solar
azimuth angle exceeded expectations.
The calculated τSASBRFSDSM was used to determine the τSDSM (as will be described in the Section 5.3).
In principle, the calculated τSDSM would be used to determine a updated τSASBRFSDSM , and the process
would continue through iteration until convergence. In practice, as the (H/H0) and gSDSM trends do not change
significantly after the first iteration, one iteration was sufficient.
5.2.2 Results
The resulting τSASBRFSDSM for SDSM detector 8 is shown in Figure 7 (left plot). The screen transmission
has been normalized as these factors are only used in the ratio (H/H0); the absolute value is not required. The
transmission factors decrease slightly as the solar azimuth angle increases and there is a small depression at
roughly 22 degrees solar azimuth. The right plot in Figure 7 graphs the ratio of the at-launch and calculated
τSASBRFSDSM . In the region for which no at-launch values are available (between solar declination angles 12
and 14), the ratio was set to one. The depression at roughly 22 degrees solar azimuth noted above was not present
in the at-launch transmission factors. The differences between the at-launch and the calculated τSASBRFSDSM
increases with solar declination angle and only slightly with solar azimuth; differences are as high as 1.3 % at
the higher solar declination angles.
The effects of the calculated τSASBRFSDSM on the (H/H0) trending are small and the combined effects of
the calculated τSASBRFSDSM and τSDSM will be shown in Section 5.3.2.
5.3 SDSM Screen Transmission
5.3.1 Data Quality and Reduction
The data selection and reduction performed in the calculation of τSDSM from the yaw maneuver data is described
in this section. The SDSM signal as a function of SDSM elevation angle for SDSM detectors 1 and 8 is plotted in
Figure 6 (upper two plots). The peak SDSM signal occurs between roughly -4.0 and 4.0 degrees SDSM elevation
angle. The yaw maneuvers covered the expected yearly variation in SDSM azimuth from ∼ −14.5 to 2.0 degrees
and no data limitations were observed in the measured angle range. The SAS and SDSM screen angle limits
used in this work are shown in Figure 8; here -4.0 (+2.0) degrees SDSM elevation angle roughly corresponds to
12 (18.5) degrees solar declination angle at the lowest azimuth angles. Note that the SDSM screen is misaligned
with respect to the SAS, which results in decreasing overlap as the SDSM azimuth increases. Each orbit traces
Figure 8. SAS (blue) and SDSM (red) screen transmission angle limits in SDSM screen angles. A typical orbital track is
shown in black (orbit 1568), where each cross represents a particular scan.
Figure 9. Left plot: τSDSM for SDSM detector 8. Right plot: ratio of at-launch to calculated τSDSM .
a roughly vertical path across both screens; the approximate number of three-scan SDSM cycles is estimated to
be between 11 and 18 (with the at-launch screens, the number of cycles is between 5 and 12).
As in Section 5.2.1, quality checks were performed on the individual SDSM samples to ensure no spurious
data was included. The remaining SDSM data was averaged over samples for each scan, then the dark offset was
subtracted.
The iterative process described in Section 4.3 was used to derive τSDSM . As stated in Section 5.2.1, non-yaw
(1552 – 1562, 1570, 1579 – 1581, and 1583 – 1587) and yaw (1563 – 1569 and 1571 – 1577) orbits were analyzed.
The non-yaw data was linearly fit to determine (H/H0) for the yaw maneuver orbits (which is then used to
generate gSDSM). τSDSM was then computed and placed on a regular grid with step sizes of approximately 0.12
degrees SDSM azimuth and 0.1 degrees SDSM elevation. As in earlier sections, some minor extrapolation was
used at extreme SDSM azimuthal angles. Although the process was iterative, only one iteration was sufficient.
5.3.2 Results
The results of the τSDSM calculation are discussed in this section. The computed SDSM screen transmission for
SDSM detector 8 is shown in Figure 9 (left plot); here the screen transmission was normalized to the highest
Figure 10. Orbital average (H/H0) trends from the beginning of the mission using the at-launch transmission factors (left
plot) and transmission factors derived from the yaw maneuver (right plot).
Figure 11. Scan-to-scan (H/H0) trends from the beginning of the mission using the at-launch transmission factors (black)
and transmission factors derived from the yaw maneuver (red) for SDSM detectors 1 (left plot) and 8 (right plot).
point. Distinct ridges roughly constant in SDSM elevation are visible and τSDSM generally decreases with SDSM
azimuthal angle. The ratio of the at-launch to the calculated τSDSM is shown in the right plot of Figure 9. The
at-launch screen transmission has a limited range in SDSM elevation angle (from -1.8 to 1.8 degrees); areas of
the plot where at-launch data is absent were set to one. The at-launch screen transmission did not characterize
the distinct ridges in SDSM elevation well. In addition, the differences tend to increase with decreasing SDSM
azimuthal angle (from within 1 % at high SDSM azimuth to close to 2.5 % at the lowest SDSM azimuthal angles).
The (H/H0) trends for all eight SDSM detectors from the beginning of the mission are shown in Figure 10.
The left plot shows the trend using the at-launch transmission factors (τSDSM , τSAS , and BRFSDSM) and the
right plot shows the same trend using the τSDSM and τSASBRFSDSM derived using yaw maneuver data. The
variability, particularly in the higher number detectors is diminished though the use of the yaw maneuver derived
transmission factors (although it is not completely corrected). Moreover, the overall trend for the lower number
detectors is markedly different (particularly for detector 2, which is different by around 2 % after orbit 2600).
Also, note the strong vertical feature near orbit 1570 in the left plot; these are the yaw orbits which are self
corrected in the right plot.
Figure 11 graphs the scan-to-scan variation in the (H/H0) trend versus orbit for SDSM detectors 1 and
8. Aside from the obvious offsets for each detector, the scan-to-scan variation is comparable or in many cases
improved (particularly for detector 8).
The fact that there is still some variability in the (H/H0) in Figure 10 even after the correction indicates
that there are unresolved features in τSDSM . By including non-yaw maneuver orbits to fill in the gaps in SDSM
azimuth and tie them to the yaw maneuver data, it may be possible to remove this variability as well as improve
the scan-to-scan variation still visible in the corrected (H/H0) in Figure 11. This will be the subject of a future
investigation.
In addition, note that in this work the derived τSDSM is SDSM detector dependent. The transmission of the
screen itself should be achromatic; however, small geometric differences in the optical paths between the SDSM
detectors inside the integrating sphere are captured in the detector dependent τSDSM and are non-negligible.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Suomi – NPP VIIRS reflective solar band calibration is referenced to regular solar observations through an
attenuation screen (the SAS) and then scattered off a Spectralon panel (the SD). The solar illumination contains
UV radiation, which causes the BRDF of the Spectralon to degrade; this degradation is tracked by an additional
ratioing radiometer (the SDSM), which performs near simultaneous observations of solar illumination from
two different paths: one thought the SAS and scattered off the SD and the other directly though a separate
attenuation screen. In order to perform the RSB on orbit calibration accurately, the screen transmissions and
BRDF of the SD must be well characterized.
A series of yaw maneuvers were conducted in February 2012 to characterize the product of the SAS trans-
mission and the SD BRDF as seen from both VIIRS and SDSM detectors as well as the SDSM solar screen
transmission. The resulting derived product of the SAS transmission and the SD BRDF produces some minor
alterations in the F and H factors. In contrast, the derived SDSM screen transmission results in noticeable
improvement in the H factor (and consequently the F factor). Even so, some improvement in the SDSM screen
transmission is still possible by incorporating non-yaw maneuver data; this will be the subject of future work.
7. APPENDIX
VIIRS F1 sensor flight software outputs a solar vector (~s) in VIIRS coordinates indicating the center of the solar
disc relative to VIIRS. From this vector, the solar azimuth (φh) and declination (φv) angles are defined as
φh = tan
−1
(
−sy
sx
)
, (9)
φv = tan
−1
(
sz
sx
)
. (10)
φh (φv) is the angle between the x-axis and the projection of the solar vector into VIIRS x-y (x-z) plane, as seen
in Figure 12. Note that here φh is defined as the negative of right hand rule.
To determine the projection of the incoming solar illumination onto the SD, a rotation into the SD coordinates
is required using the following matrix,
RSD =

 0.74878567 −0.55064166 −0.368935790.59243506 0.80561817 0
0.29722139 −0.2185705 0.92945486

 . (11)
The rotated solar vector is then ~sSD = RSD~s. The cosine of the projection angle is defined by the following,
cos θSD =
sSDz
|~sSD|
. (12)
Figure 12. Angle definitions for generic coordinate system.
To determine the angles for which solar illumination is incident on the SDSM screen, a rotation to the SDSM
screen coordinates is required using the following matrix,
RSDSM =

 0.83838552 −0.46472469 0.2848520.48480961 0.87461972 0
−0.2491371 0.138099 0.95857149

 (13)
The rotated solar vector is ~sSDSM = RSDSM~s. Then, the SDSM screen azimuthal and elevation angles are
defined as (see Figure 12),
AZ = − tan−1
(
sSDSMy
sSDSMx
)
, (14)
EL = sin−1
(
sSDSMz
|~s|
)
. (15)
Again, the horizontal angle is defined as the negative of right hand rule. The rotation matrices used in this work
were measured by the sensor subcontractor (then Raytheon SBRS).8
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